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Kim, I will be brief.
I want you to re-examine the H-R tube effect.
Why do cold air molecules go to the center and hot molecules to the periphery of the
vortex tube?
Answer: RELATIVITY
Kim the magnetic field is a byproduct of relativistic electrons.
There is "NO" such thing as magnetic field as an exclusive force in nature.
IT IS SIMPLY A RELATIVISTIC ELECTROSTATIC FIELD OF A MOVING
ELECTRON RELATIVE TO ANOTHER ELECTRON OR A FIXED PROTON.
If you move at the same speed as electrons in another wire, the other wires protons
will be relativistic ally larger and therefore exert a pull on the electron.
If you move in a direction opposed to the other electrons in another wire. The wires
will repel each other since the electrons are relativistic ally larger to each other then
the fixed protons field.
Back to my point.
Spin two "IDENTICAL" gas atoms at 1,000,000 Rpm in a vortex tube, with one atom
hot, the other cold and they will "SEPERATE".The hot atom will go to the periphery
and the cold atom the center.
The "HOT" atom has more mass! Yes it is the exact same atomic weight....
But relativistic ally it "MUST" have more mass then its colder twin atom.
The centrifuge effect will spin the "HOT" identical atom with greater force to the
periphery.
This is my own explanation of the H-R tube effect.
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There are many, but relativity cannot be ignored at 1,000,000 Rpm. Just a few
centimeters a second in a wire can make an electron appear larger to another electron
by relativity.
Yes the man was on to something with his vortex research.
Kim, the government must really be afraid of any serious vortex research.

